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People come and people go
But they don't mean one damn thing to me
You know, you know, you know

People laugh and people cry
They could be laughing all the time
But they don't try, they don't try

Nobody bothers me, look for yourself and see
What turns me on and off
Don't wanna be no toff
That kind of thing can ruin you

People talk and people hear
And all they hear is how to shed a tear
To shed a tear

People walk and people run
They run away from all they know
And what they done

I try to realize what's in my mind's eyes
Don't wanna know all that
Don't wanna be a cat
That kind of thing can ruin you

Just live naturally, natural as you can be
Don't look for sympathy, leave it to the devil
Give all you can spare, it ain't uncool to share
Try to make it nice and fair
Leave it to the devil